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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE List of Bloks hanged CAL VERSION XSCS ag

RGS1 CROSSPSF 0003 2000-01-01T00:00:00 CROSSPSF NO

RGS2 CROSSPSF 0003 2000-01-01T00:00:00 CROSSPSF NO

2 Changes

The ross-dispersion small angle distribution as a funtion of � has been realibrated using the �rst

observation of Mkn 421 in revolution 165 [1℄. A ombination of two gaussians and a lorentzian were

�t for 8 di�erent beta bins in eah RGS, after subtration of large angle ross-dispersion distributions

and bakground.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

The distribution is used for the seletion regions in the image domain. The seletion region impats

on the e�etive area of RGS. These new distributions reet a better knowledge of bakground,

the large-angle satter distribution, and the instrument boresight. Speially the introdution of

the energy dependane in the realibration of the sattering parameters, leading to hanges in the

e�etive area model (large angle ross-dispersion, see [2℄), made neessary the re-alibration of the

small angle distribution.
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4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

Derease of the unertainty of this ontribution to the e�etive area for narrow seletion regions is

estimated to be redued to one perent or less.

5 Test proedures

General heks:

� use FV (or a di�erent FITS viewer) for �les inspetion. It should ontain 1 binary extension,

hek that the applied hanges are orret in the orresponding header extension.

Chek improvements:

� ompare using alview the ross dispersion point spread funtion using former and new ali-

bration �les.

� proess RGS point soure data using SAS, hek the seletion regions using rgsimplot

6 Test results

Files inspetion of both RGS1 CROSSPSF 0003 and RGS2 CROSSPSF 0003 ok.

alview inspetion of the new �les is not proper within the CAL version used (3.136.1).

RGS data from PKS2155-304 (rev 362), were redued with rgspro, using the entral soure

oordinates (the observation was a bit displaed). The seletion regions in both spatial and order

images were obtained through rgsimplot. The seletions of 90% overage of the ross-dispersion PSF

are seen in the �gs. 1 and 2, while the RGS2 seletion with 85% overage is shown in �g. 3.

The old seletion regions, onsidered aurate only to the 5-10 % level are shown in Fig. 4.

These plots have been obtained by SAS (PPS) 5.2.1.
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Figure 1: RGS1 90% seletion regions in spatial and energy plots, as obtained by rgsimplot
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Figure 2: RGS2 90% seletion regions in spatial and energy plots, as obtained by rgsimplot
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Figure 3: RGS2 85% seletion regions in spatial and energy plots, as obtained by rgsimplot

Figure 4: RGS1 and RGS2 spatial seletion regions (PPS V5.2.1 produts)


